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Details of Visit:

Author: Don Giovanni
Location 2: North London
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 10 Aug 2013 14:30
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07424093558

The Premises:

The flat is located in Finchley Central, a very short walk from the tube station and in an area that
seems to have lots of punting possibilities including the Chinese massage parlour Natural Ways in
Hendon Lane around the corner where a massage and blow job are sometimes on offer. The flat
was behind a parade of shops and I passed some restaurant workers taking their break as I entered
which could be a put off for some but just enhanced the naughtiness of the situation for me knowing
that they may be guessing rightly what I am up to. The flat was small and not high end due to it's
size and location but it was clean and safe. The bedroom where the action took place was basic
and is shown in her adultwork picture profile. The diamond shaped mirrors don't add anything to the
experience as they are too high up on the wall to watch yourself.

The Lady:

Medium height above average looking blond Hungarian girl, about early twenties, very fresh faced
so easy to believe the claimed 24, or could pass for less, 19/20. Genuine and realistic pictures show
her as a very desirable girl-next-door type.

The Story:

I called asking for a 2pm appointment but got the answer phone instead. I texted her and got a reply
back within a minute. Communication was good and when I spoke to her on the phone she was
pleasant and polite. We agreed to 14:30 as a start time.

I arrived a bit earlier around 14:20. Parking is available in side streets and you have to pay but I
took a chance as I couldn't be bothered with phoning to pay etc As luck would have it I had parked
in the side street where her flat entrance is near an Estate Agents and Restaurant so when I called
her I guessed rightly that her flat was behind the Estate Agents and she was outside to wave to me
in so I knew I had the right address, through a small alley way and into her flat passing the
restaurant workers taking their break.

She was very pleasant and friendly smiling and welcoming. We agreed that £50 was for half an
hour, so I gave her fifty. She was wearing a t-shirt with bra underneath which came off first and then
tight leggings without any knickers; she was soon totally naked in front of me with very pert small
tits and a lovely smooth shaved pussy. She started to get a condom ready while I was undressing
which annoyed me a little bit as firstly I am not even naked yet and secondly I am not aroused
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enough to put one on. I sensed that maybe this is not the value for money punt that I expected this
to be. Anyway, she is hot, young and looks good so I was glad to be with her.

I embraced her, I tried to kiss her but she turned away gently, not in rude or nasty way, but very
subtly so I understood that this was not available at this time even though her profile states French
kissing. Other services such as 69 and oral without are also advertised.

We lay down onto the bed and then she tried to put the condom onto my limp member,

I said: “you do oral without?”

Carmen: “ Yes, it's thirty pounds extra”

I tried to reason with her but she wouldn't change her mind and she did all this haggling in such a
pleasant manner that I eventually agreed only after she said that French kissing was included in this
thirty pound increase. So the condom was put aside and I have to say that her oral skills are
excellent, she really knows how to please a man. I was playing with her clitoris, her pussy was
getting damp, just enough to convince me that she was having some pleasure as well.

“Do you like what I am doing”? I asked her

“Yes, I like” she smiled
So I masturbated her while she sucked me off and it was heavenly, but her tight little pussy was a
great temptation for me and I wanted so much to taste it that I tried to go down on her and she kept
her thighs closed so I couldn't reach it. She understood the situation and wanted more. I asked her
about doing 69 and she said:

“ Ten pounds more”

“But I have already given you £80!”

“It's only the price of of a packet of cigarettes, come on it's nothing, only ten pounds”

In my head I was adding up the cost; and now if I agree to this the total coast would be £90 for
30minutes ( £180 per hour ) , the same rate I paid to Cherry last October and a rate I don't normally
pay as it is too expensive for me unless the girl is a real stunner. Yes Carmen is an extremely
desirable young lady but at least with Cherry I was having sex in a luxury apartment in Paddington
which was spacious and well furnished not some cramped bedsit in Finchley! I was thinking with my
dick so I agreed and we did 69, French kissing, protected sex, RO; I finished with a hand-job/blow-
job by Carmen which let me shoot a large loud as far as my chest while I was on my back; no CIM
for me but she might do it for you. While we were in the final stages of the punt her phone rang but
she ignored it and carried on sucking and wanking me which I appreciated very much as I was
close to coming and would of hated her to stop. After I had come and was dressing myself she
checked her phone and then let me out of the flat.

I enjoyed myself with a very attractive young lady but I was looking for value for money and I didn't
feel that on this occasion I got it. When we finished I went to my car fearing that my bad luck would
mean a parking ticket, but luck this time was on my side and I had no ticket, however, bizarrely
there was a car parked in front of mine with an Hungarian number plate and two stocky men in the
front seats, one of them on a phone. It was only my wild imagination that maybe these men are
'controlling' the flat and that Carmen was talking with them as she had just received a missed call
seconds before I left? I don't believe that Carmen is forced to do what she does as she seems to be
genuinely pleasant and happy, happy enough to up-sale her services which for me was a big
disappointment. But I will recommend her, although a bit expensive, as she is attractive and good at
what she doee.
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